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Abstract—Sentiment analysis is a huge volume increasing 

at a humongous rate everyday which has made it almost 

impossible to evaluate the data manually. In Social media, 

twitter, restaurant site people share their opinion as in a huge 

number of their prevalence. In order to make the process of 

analyzing the text automatic there are various machine 

learning techniques that could be applied. The data set is for 

those enthusiasts who are willing to play with text data and 

perform sentiment analysis or text classification. The huge 

quantity of data in textual is generated every day has no value 

unless processed. The text data problem can be resolute by a 

choose to take up data mining technique. By using classifier it 

helps to predict the text data using naïve bayes classifier. This 

data set consists of actual reviews from real people. So this 

data set will give a real time experience as to how to deal with 

textual data. 

 

IndexTerms— Data Mining; Restaurant Reviews; Social 

Media; Sentiment analysis; Lexicon based approach; Naive 

Bayes classifier. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Recently there has been number of hotels when you like 

to visit in your place. Customer thinks best way to search 

good restaurants by asking someone who is unknown. If the 

customer does not get anyone to ask then it is problem for 

him to decide. Opinion mining plays a very important role in 

every customer decision. When the customer does not get any 

information from any restaurants customer he suddenly go to 

the online websites which gives more information about the 

restaurant. Sentiment analysis is called as finding the opinion 

from a large data which helps to analyze which restaurant is 

the best for customer who directly accesses the good reviews 

for restaurant.  

Customer takes many features while choosing the 

restaurant that is in tasting, cleaning, all types tasty food, 

smell, and how about the service for each of the customer. 

Sentiment analysis helps to define the opinion or text analysis 

or text processing [1]. Sentiment analysis tells about the 

natural language processing to find and extract slanted 
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information from a large dataset. These approaches do the 

extraction of attributes and expressions like polarity which 

defines the positive or negative opinion.  

Now a day’s sentiment analysis becoming good and 

great topic for development and to find from many 

applications practically. [2]The information which can be 

gathered from internet is continuously mounting very high. 

System of sentiment analysis helps to convert unstructured 

information into structured information of public reviews, 

products, service, and brands. This helps in the field of 

commercial areas like marketing analysis, public dealings, 

reviews of product, promoters and scoring, feedback of 

product and service of products. 

Text analysis can be broadly classified into two types 

that are fact and opinion. Facts refer to look about something 

and it is objective [3]. Opinion refers to sentiment of people 

and feeling towards subject matter. Natural language 

processing can be modeled using classification. Classifying 

sentence can be solved using subjectivity classification. 

Classifying a sentence using expression can be positive, 

negative and neutral as polarity classification [4]. In an 

sentiment analysis text talks regarding object, components, 

attributes and features. 

Sentiment analysis have different scopes which can be 

applied for three levels like document level, sentence level, 

sub sentence level. Using document level it can be get hold of 

paragraph or complete document. By obtaining single 

sentence it helps to define document [5]. Sub expression can 

be achieved using sub sentence. Data analysis estimates that 

80% of the world data is unstructured. Most of the data starts 

from electronic mail, chats, community media, credentials 

and articles. 

Restaurant review 

It is simple, people believe each other. Customer does not 

believe directly when choosing a restaurant or hotel, they 

believe when their buying a phone, car or clothes from an 

online [6]. They believe that their reviews are pragmatic and 

that they can know what to expect while reading them. 

Although a negative review can come as a shock for owners, 

they must know that even the best get bad reviews and that 

the whole sum is the real picture of what they offer. So, 

restaurant, bar or accommodation owners need to encourage 

people to make reviews and share their experience and doing 

so they practically are saying we do quality stuff and our 

service is always on high level. Your opinion matters to us! . 

Online reviews make it possible for people to say their 

opinion from their home, on the back seat of a car while 

driving home without having to confront with anybody.  

The most important is the sum of reviews that makes a list 

on which one can assume how much a restaurant for example 
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is popular. The review is compounded of grades 

for service, ambient and cleanliness. The influence can be 

huge. It has shown that a rise of grade for one can increase 

revenue from 5 to 9 percent what can have a positive impact 

on the whole firm. This kind of visibility of restaurants, bars 

and accommodation has given the possibility for those 

smaller and on less attractive locations to reach large number 

of guests. Today it is not important where you are or the 

history of your place, it is important what is the level of your 

service [7]. 

Social Media 

Make suring that we all using some sort of social media 

and  having a page on facebook makes our venue rateable 

and  courages from a people to tag more people when they all 

having their rating food. People will post on some sorts.  

Google 

Now a days it has become a number one position and 

second position is a food online reviews. Food sites focus 

more on reviews. 

Yelp 

A yelp rank has a second 45.18 percent followed by some 

many people and by trip advisor. The popularity is getting 

more on third party review sites like google, facebook, yelp, 

and trip advisor is driven by customers’ genuine desire to 

engage with their businesses. 

II.  LITERATURE SURVEY 

J. P. Schomberg[1] has proposed the mining 

techniques available to public pack data source to develop a 

supervision method to track foodborne infection hazard 

factors which provide vigour inspectors to improve the 

facility to classify restaurants with better anomalous so flow 

ratings of code about health and breaking the rule which 

gives better result. 

A. Sadilekhas [2] provides computational property 

to monitor heath and epidemiology goes on growing. The 

future work existing an end system that identifies 

automatically a restaurant risks. Online users like twitter 

which makes the people to retribution discover individuals 

single who possible affliction from a foodborne poor health 

from a colony.  

 

C. D. Manning [3] has used the natural language 

processing describe which uses for plan. The NLP helps to 

analyse pipeline that provide core natural language analysis. 

The tool kit widely used for commercial purpose and 

government users uses technology of NLP. It uses easy 

design and straight presumptuous. It more helpful for 

tokenization 

K. Lee [4] has suggested mining local survalllience helps 

the people to get rid of diseases. Allergy is the common 

sickness which can be seen. The difficulty of getting sickness 

and chronic disease growing more. The use of medicine was 

getting more worst in all country by the report. Diagnosed 

and fever spreading more with bad foods from restaurants 

and conditions of people may go wrong with tablets 

 

III. METHODOLOGY 

This proposed work is to expect to design for the text 

analysis using large dataset and from restaurant reviews.  By 

using the target attribute value it help to classify the text data 

using our classifier called naïve bayesusing algorithm. The 

Figure 1 shows the architecture diagram for predicting the 

positive, negative or neutral of sentiment analysis. It can be 

classified in three levels. 

 

 

Figure 1: Architecture of the proposed model 

Data Collection 

In the first step the dataset is collected from the kaggle. 

In the very first process it clean the data using missing value 

technique and reduction process is done. Here the data which 

is used for processing is structured dataset.Classification 

method which can also refers to the sentiment analysis. 

Data Preprocessing 

The collected raw data of restaurant reviews consist of large 

number of attributes and also there will be missing values. 

The reducing the attributes is required,extracting the required 

attributes is also much  essential. So inorder to get importance 

of the each variable or attributes migrittr algorithm is applied. 

Migrittr alogirithm which selects the attributes based on 

predictor, here predictor consisdered restaurant review. 

Feature or Attribute extraction is done using migrittr 

algorithm. In detail steps working of migrittr algorithm.In 

Data cleaning once attributes are removed, filling the missing 

values, removing inconsistent datameasuring the central 

tendency for the attribute such as mean median, quartile is 

done. In data preprocess the data is cleaned 
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Opinion Mining 

Sentiment analysis also called as opinion mining. The 

system of sentiment analysis makes the company to sense of 

sea which is unstructured text to business process by 

providing actionable insights and saving time of  

 

manual data processing. Advantage of sentiment analysis 

first is scalability for example can you sort thousands of 

tweets, customer reviews it feel difficulty to process data 

manually. By using sentiment analysis it gives scale in a cost 

effective and efficiency.  

Second is real time analysis which uses sentiment 

analysis system for identify serious source and data which 

allows situational attentiveness during exact situation. It 

helps to handle the social media explode and worst situation. 

Third is a consistent criterion that is an individual does not 

view the clear situation for evaluating the sentiment of 

amount. It is calculated that only 60%-65% times of the 

people agree and judge the sentiment for a particular portion 

of text. It is highly subjective by a personal opinion, feelings 

and principle. Using a centralized sentiment analysis system 

the company can apply same criteria to their data. It helps to 

decreases data consistency and error.  

Classsification 

In the classification step it contains arithmetical model 

like naïve bayes, logistic regression, support vector machine 

or neural networks. By using naïve bayes algorithm for a 

proposed work it is a relation of probabilistic algorithm 

which uses the bayes theorem to predict the group of text. 

Naive Bayes 

The most powerful one will be the smallest solution which 

the naïve bayes proved that it is good. It is simple but faster, 

truthful and consistent. It works very well in natural language 

preprocessing problems. The naïve bayes it belong to a 

probability theory and bayes theorem to predict the text like 

reviews. The probabilistic refers to it calculate the probability 

of each tag of a text and output the tag with peak one. The tag 

which is getting as output uses the bayes theorem which gives 

probability of attribute based on prior knowledge of 

condition which related to the feature. Let’s take a look how 

the algorithm works 
Table 1: Training data has 5 sentences 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Using naïve bayes probabilistic classifier, need to 

calculate the probability that the sentence ―A very clean 

eating place‖ is hotel and the probability that it is not hotel. 

Taking largest one by written in mathematically  

P (Hotel/a very clean eating place)…. (eq1) 

 

Probability that the sentence is hotel given that the 

sentence is ―A very clean eating place‖. By taking features as 

information and put in to the algorithm. Here it need 

transform the probability that something it calculate using 

word frequencies. Using basic probabilities and bayes 

theorem can be calculate 

 

 P (A/B) =   P (B/A)*P (A) …(eq2)                          

                                                         P (B) 

In this scenario, P (Hotel/ a very clean eating place) 

using theorem reverses the conditional probability, 

 

….. (eq3) 

P (a very clean eating place/hotel) * P (hotel)   

With 

P ( a very clean eating place / Not hotel) * P (Not hotel)                                        

.....(eq4) 

      

It can be write as, 

P (a very clean eating place) = 

P(a)*P(very)*P(clean)*P(eating)* P(place)            ….(eq5)  

 

P (a very clean eating place/hotel)= P 

(a/hotel)*P(very/hotel)*P(clean/hotel)*P(eating/hotel)*P(pla

ce/hotel) 

…(eq6) 

Calculating probabilities, 

The last and final step is to calculate each 

probability and see the get higher, the probability that is hotel 

is 3/5. Then P (Not hotel) is 2/5. Next calculating P 

(war/hotel) that how many times the war is repeated and total 

count of words in war that is  

P (war/hotel) = 2/11                                                                               

…. (eq7) 

 

P (a) *P (very) * P (clean) * 0 * P (place) …. (eq8) 

 

Now we will just multiply the probabilities and can find 

bigger, 

P (a very clean eating place) = 

P(a)*P(very)*P(clean)*P(eating)* P(place) = 0.000027 

 

P (a very clean eating place) = P(a/not hotel)*P(very/not 

hotel)*P(clean/not hotel)*P(eating/not hotel)* P(place/not 

hotel) = 0.000005.By classifier it clearly classifies the 

―Hotel‖ tag for very clean restaurant 

IV. RESULT & DISCUSSION  

Sentiment analysis can be useful to many aspect of 

business from a monitoring of products analytics and from a 

customer production. By putting incorporating into existing 

system and brands it ready to work more rapidly with more 

Text                     Tag 

 

A great restaurant     Hotel 

 

The war was over Not Hotel 

 

Very clean restaurant                Hotel 

 
A clean but forgettable restaurant           Hotel 

 

 

It was close war   Not Hotel      
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accuracy for useful works .To examine critically and to bring 

out the essential elements or give the essence to analyze a 

data. To examine carefully and in detail so as to key factors, 

possible results. Following snapshots shows the results 

obtained in each step of the process. 

The Figure 2 represents the graph of a rating category of 

restaurant using data. In this graph it clearly gives the good 

review for a customer by average, positive and negative out 

of 4000 dataset 

 
Figure 2: Calculation for positive, negative with average 

reviews using classifier naïve bayes 

See Figure 3 depicts the classifier of naïve bayes algorithm 

using rate like positive is 3456, negative is 485, and average 

is 27 

 
Figure 3: Evaluation of reviews with positive 

See Figure 4 which analyzes the reviews of a customer and 

compares with the other values 112. 

 
Figure 4: Comparison of reviews with negative using naïve 

bayes algorithm 

 

See figure 5 compares the reviews of positive and negative 

44 and 28 

 
Figure 5: Comparison of reviews with average using naïve 

bayes algorithm 

V. CONCLUSION 

The proposed work of opinion mining helps for market 

research and study to see the new resource of data. It helps to 

find qualitative and quantity resource. It provides the real 

time information. First it compares the data with the brand 

product reviews which it analyzes and compares with the 

higher restaurant with good reviews. Border trends can be 

analyzed with the formal market information.  
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It predicts the tweets and social media reviews and post 

with real time happenings. Sentiment analysis helps for 

customer feedback and support to authorize each one in the 

company. It reaches every customer in a real time directly to 

which matters the most. It discovers the customer concerns 

ensuring the feel heard and rated. 
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